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Abstract 
A simple virtual computer is implemented inside an event driven system and connected to the Internet. All source code is in C++. 
The virtual computer is designed to support development of cyber-physical systems as far as working proofs of concepts, not to make quick and 
efficient products. The focus is on teaching of principles, hands-on experiments, and on discussions of alternatives. 
The principle of the stored program allows cyber-physical prototypes to program themselves as found suitable under the observed 
circumstances. Strategies for self-programming are set by the designers of the prototypes. 
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1.Introduction 
The immediate aim for this text is to give a contribution to 
best practices in teaching of a complex theme, cyber-physical 
systems. The principle of the stored program is then essential. 
It belongs to basic computer architecture [1] and says that 
programs should be stored, and occasionally processed, in the 
same way as data. This opens for self-programming. 
Enthusiasts see the principle as the foundation for artificial 
intelligence. 
Learning machines of several categories can be made by 
applying this principle to servo motors. Learning machines of 
medium complexity can serve as production equipment and as 
products for customers. A range of advanced products can 
include autonomous submarines, vessels, vehicles, and 
airplanes. A factory may perhaps pass for a learning one on 
this basis alone. 
On a second level the teaching suggested here is also a 
suitable training ground for quite different and less tangible 
applications. Computer programs operating on the same 
principles can go through private, corporate, and societal data 
collections and to some extent teach itself what it is looking 
for. Findings can be combined logically and the outcome may 
be viable suggestions.  
Small scale tests can be arranged by feeding a program the 
core points of a few lawsuits and relevant parts of the law. A 
major news agency now uses a software robot to present 
football matches in writing. Extensions to news from the 
fields of economy and finance are planned [2]. Software 
robots are now dealing in High-frequency trading on stock 
exchanges worldwide [3]. 
Such computer programs can be made to match definitions 
of a learning factory, as for instance given by [4]. One may 
then consider extending the topic to “automation of factory 
learning”. 
2.Course methodology and aims 
Students are taught that so-called “artificial intelligence” 
depends on a computer’s ability to compute future 
instructions for itself, and then run them – without leaving or 
even stopping the program. 
In order to train and learn on this level students need a 
technological tool for hands-on exercises. The design of a 
simple, yet suitable, “virtual” computer is given here along 
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with a description of how a potentially “intelligent” set of 
instructions for controlling servo motors can be set up and 
used in an “artificial intelligence” type of project. 
Setting up a system for self-programming that is suitable 
for real world problems is demanding. Indications of insight 
needed are found in Chapter 13, “Compiler technology”, and 
Chapter 15, “Ontologies, taxonomies and grammars”.  
Numerically controlled machines, as for instance a NC 
milling machine, make suitable examples. Servo motors used 
there are in principle controlled by a computer program. 
However, the potential offered by the common von Neumann 
computer architecture from 1945 is not fully used. 
The principle of the stored program can be well taught 
without involving servo motors. However, the span from what 
appears to be the case for NC machines, via what it really is, 
to that which is obtainable for servo motors gives lecturers an 
added possibility to generate interest in and understanding of 
the principle.  
Servo motors can make a wide variety of contraptions 
move. They normally catch the interest of engineering 
students, and fortunately miniature motors are available at 
affordable prices. Fig. 1 shows an example, a kit of motors 
configurable as a working model of an industrial robot [5].  
 
 
Fig. 1.A miniature robot simulating a welding operation. 
Moreover, most automated manufacturing machines as 
well as many industrial products depend on servo motors. 
Modern electronic door locks and outranged F16 fighter 
planes converted to drones can serve as an example of the 
variety in products. These servo motors should preferably 
reconfigure their pattern of reactions to stimuli in accordance 
with changes in larger frames of reference. Machines should, 
among other reactions, learn from experiences. Software 
based on traditional if-statements and loops is not sufficient 
for learning machines. The general principle of the stored 
program should be applied. 
Employees able to make and maintain production 
equipment as well as hardware products that can teach 
themselves to do a proper job are naturally contributing to a 
learning factory.  
The transfer value of the corresponding skills and 
knowledge is also significant. Any large and rapidly changing 
quantity of data can be searched through, rearranged, filtered 
and suitably presented by applying this kind of insight. 
Extracting anomalies may be of special interest. Data 
describing external market situations, customers, in-house 
administrative data, and technical documentation are good 
candidates. Human learning in the factory can then be 
simplified. 
3.A “virtual” computer 
“Emulated”, or “virtual”, computers are in widespread use. 
They run as software on ordinary computers. Services 
rendered by means of software are equivalent to those 
provided by hardware, except that software services are 
slower. A “virtual” computer is made here in the simplest way 
possible, suitable to highlight principles only. 
This virtual computer uses an ordinary ASCII text file for a 
secondary memory and the buffer of an ASCII editor as 
primary memory. This allows the user to save and retrieve the 
content of the “virtual computer” in any state. Students can 
later on discuss which of the ordinary operating system 
services “come for free” with this arrangement, and also 
which are lacking.  
The standard user interface of the text editor allows 
software developers to inspect all details unfolding in the 
primary memory. This is useful for those making the virtual 
computer as well as for those producing programs running on 
the resulting computer. Figure 2 shows a screen dump of the 
primary memory. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.Values from a measuring instrument transferred to the primary 
memory. 
The content of the memory is standardized as intelligible 
acronyms, to the benefit of human readers. This becomes 
important in a later stage when streams of information are 
analyzed by means of formal grammars. 
The buffer holding the text handled by the editor can be 
accessed by subroutines. Computer programs can inspect, 
insert, and delete content. The virtual computer depends on 
this feature.  
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4.Part programming 
For an easy start a standard instruction for a numerically 
controlled machine tool is stored and displayed by the editor. 
The following example orders the cutting tool to make a 
linear move to a position with given XYZ coordinates: 
N30 G01 X115 Y98 Z52 
In “part programming” [6] such instructions are known as 
“blocks”. This block shows a “tagged” instruction.  “N”, “G”, 
“X”, “Y”, and “Z” are tags. “N” is the block number. One of 
the “preparatory instructions” comes next. Here “G01” is the 
code for “linear interpolation.  
The alternative to a “tagged” instruction is a “fixed format” 
instruction. Students trying both alternatives will find that a 
“fixed format” lacks a much needed flexibility.  
Part programming was excellent high-level automation, but 
computations, as we know them from programmable 
computers were not involved. Looking at the finer details one 
will see that computers were used to edit and store part 
programs, not to carry out computations. The target machines, 
the numerically controlled machine tools, simply did as 
ordered. Their processing power was not at the level of proper 
computers. Computers could simulate the actions of machine 
tools, but that is a different story. 
5.Computer graphics 
Readers wanting an alternative starting point can study 
elementary computer graphics: Parameters for drawing 
instructions are calculated and transferred to the graphics 
card.  
Instructions are then called into action, but they are not 
subjects to further programming by the user. Compared to 
part programming there is one major difference: The graphics 
instructions are in some cases stored in a structured buffer 
allowing partial replacements of the content, which is 
efficient. 
6.Instruction syntax 
The instruction syntax used here has some features in 
common with the part programming but it is significantly 
extended and takes a rather different shape. The following 
instruction may serve as an example: 
-N L 40: M1 MOVE S(3, 45); 
Here “N” marks the start of a new instruction, the 
semicolon marks the end. The hyphen to the extreme left 
indicates the instruction being executed.  
Compilers and similar programs will add and renew 
consecutive instruction indices automatically on the right 
hand side of the “N”. Without such references interpreters and 
compilers must search repeatedly for one and the same piece 
of information, which is inefficient. Programmers will see 
these indices but not use them. 
“L” introduces a label. Labels, like “40” above, or the 
commonly used “START” and “STOP”, are used to keep 
track of specific instructions even if revisions of the program 
above them give the lines in focus new positions and then also 
new indices.   
Labels will become useful for the now deprecated 
“GOTO” statement. This in turn allows loop designs in 
assembly language style. Loops will be introduced later. 
“M1”is a type of instruction, saying that the rest of the line 
targets machine number one, for instance an industrial robot. 
The first, and here only, call to the machine is “MOVE”. It is 
further specified to apply to “S”, a set of servo motors. The 
parameters are given as “(3, 45)” for servo motor number 
three and for turning 45 degrees. 
Borrowing the concept of “overloaded functions” from 
C++ “S(…)” is allowed to take an arbitrary number of input 
parameters. The last parameter is the magnitude of the 
operation. Parameters in front list motors taking part in the 
operation.  A minus indicates the opposite direction. 
Examples could be “S(3, 4, 45)” for twins, numbers three 
and four, moving in parallel and “S(3, -4, 45)” for two motors 
running contrary to one another.  
7.Variables 
A proper computer program operates on variables. Here 
there is an additional type “VARIABLE” for that purpose. It 
can be followed by the tags “BOOL”, “CHAR”, “INT”, 
“FLOAT” and “DOUBLE”. These constructs are inspired by 
the C and C++ programming languages. An additional tag 
“STRING” will become useful. 
Names for variables, selected as found convenient, are 
inserted behind the types. “VARIABLE INT pressure” may 
serve as an example. 
In proper computers the values of variables are declared, 
defined, initialized, set, reset, and finally stored somewhere in 
the primary memory. Here it appears reasonable to cut things 
short: Use the equal sign as an operator and list the value 
behind it. The example then becomes “VARIABLE INT 
pressure = 26”. These values can be overwritten later on. 
All kinds of variables here are, by design, equivalent to 
“STRING”, a sequence of ASCII characters. The different 
tags however open for active type-checking, which will help 
avoiding programming errors. This Type checking is also of 
interest if trying to connect to external, ordinary, computer 
programs. 
8.A compound primary memory 
The virtual computer should preferably communicate with 
the host computer. Therefore, for increased efficiency, all 
variables are stored in a double representation; as ASCII 
strings and as C++ “int”, “double”, and so forth. The C++ 
variants are arranged in “vectors” provided by the C++ 
template library, one for each type of variable. 
9.A central processing unit 
Most elementary textbooks on computers will tell that 
there is a CPU, an acronym for “Central Processing Unit”, 
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doing the computations asked for. Inside the CPU, among 
several components, there is a “register” and an 
“accumulator”. This arrangement appears in several variants. 
Such arrangements are mainly of interest for assembly style 
programming. It is still relevant for some integrated circuits 
with limited processing capacity. 
A different architecture is used here. Three pointers replace 
the register, the accumulator, and a couple of copy-operations 
needed. The pointers are called “operand_A”, “operand_B” 
and “result”. Pointers here indicate variables by their 
instruction labels and names. This architecture is possible 
because limits for instruction lengths are quite generous in 
this virtual computer. 
A subroutine looping through the editor’s buffer will 
handle the applications of the three pointers and carry out 
logic operations, flow branching, arithmetic calculations, and 
calls to servo motor instructions as prescribed. This 
subroutine is called “cpu(…)” because the services rendered 
are to some extent comparable to those of a hardware CPU. 
One may consider letting each lap in the loop “hang” for 
some milliseconds, giving the computer time to attend to 
other tasks. 
The results of arithmetic operations on variables are 
transferred to instructions for the servo motors by simply 
overwriting existing values. It all comes down to text 
processing 
Overwriting can just as well change, add, and remove 
instructions. It is all in accordance with the principle of the 
stored program, which opens for self-programming. 
10.Branching 
The C++ programming language has a collection of “if”-
statements and loop types plus a multi-way branching (the 
“switch”-statement) directing the flow of the program 
execution. For a proof of concept a simple loop in assembly 
language style is sufficient.  
The assembly style loop has a label at the top and a “JMP”-
statement, a parallel to the “GOTO”-statement, at the bottom.  
A jump to the label at the top starts yet another round through 
the loop. In its initial form the loop runs eternally. 
An assembly language “JAZ”-statement, “Jump if 
Accumulator Zero”, modified to suit the alternative three 
pointers, is positioned just above the “JMP”-statement. It 
refers to a label positioned after the loop. A zero, alternatively 
a “false”, in a selected variable will make the program break 
out of the loop.  
A C++ type “if”-statement is naturally preferable, but then 
the “block” concept should also be included. A block is here a 
sequence of statements framed in curly braces. 
11.External control 
Values of variables can for instance be set by a “call-back” 
function, in this case known as a “private slot”, of the event-
driven system. The system comes with a library for graphical 
user interfaces. Here a simple button from the interface is 
used to activate the “slot”. 
Qt comes with a TCP/IP module [7]. The button can 
therefore be rendered on the screen of any computer 
connected over the Internet. The graphical button can be 
replaced by hardware connected to an USB port if desirable. 
Servo motors can then react to stimuli originating from places 
far away. 
The event-driven system now provides the virtual 
computer with functionalities resembling the interrupt system 
that normally belongs to proper operating systems. From a 
student’s point of view the response time is nearly acceptable 
as “real time”. Lectures on interrupt handling in real time 
operating systems will fit in. Differences between 
implementations of call-back functions and the signal and slot 
arrangement will also be of interest. 
12.Self-programming 
It is in principle possible to claim that the demonstration 
described briefly above shows self-programming, although in 
very limited form. This will hardly satisfy the reader. The 
demonstration is therefore extended as follows: 
A graphical widget holding a slider is made. Any change in 
the slider position will activate an ordinary C++ subroutine.  
The slider value is transferred to the program in the virtual 
computer by the function “SENSOR(…)”. The value of the 
slider is displayed as a parameter to the function. Changing 
values are shown in real time. The following line is a snapshot 
from the program as shown in the ASCII editor: 
N L 10: VARIABLE INT pressure = SENSOR(26); 
The program then compares the position with a 
predetermined value, as illustrated by Figure 2. Exceeding the 
value will trigger further actions.  
From a technical point of view a simple button can be 
equivalent, but using a slider convinces students that 
measuring instruments, like thermometers, can be simulated. 
Buying hardware can then be postponed until simulations 
show satisfactory results. 
“Further actions” are here adding new instructions to the 
program running in the virtual computer, instructions never 
seen before. These will be executed when reached by the 
program counter. Figure 3 illustrates the starting point.  
 
 
Fig. 3An instruction that will copy and paste in an entire text-file if a given 
condition is met. 
Adding instructions here comes down to inserting ASCII 
text. Subroutines needed come with the text editor. Some of 
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these subroutines take text strings for input; others take the 
name of a text file. Strings and files may well be transferred 
over the Internet. Figure 4 shows new instructions pasted into 
the primary memory. 
 
 
Fig. 4Two instructions for the servo motors added to the program. The extra 
instructions are inserted by the program itself. 
In the demonstration used in connection with this text a 
significant number of instructions is copied in from a well 
prepared text file, into the running program. The extended 
program activates a robot axis for which there was no 
instruction beforehand. In principle instructions can be 
removed as well.  
The overall design of the event-driven system used makes 
the program counter halt while loading or removal is in 
progress. Alternative designs may call for explicit 
administration of the program counter, for instance if parallel 
“threads” are used. 
It is quite simple to make this elementary virtual computer 
comply with program changes of any kind and magnitude 
while running. The center of the virtual computer, its 
“cpu(…)” subroutine, can introduce the changes itself, but 
taking advantage of its “operating system”, the event-driven 
system, in practice makes self-programming easier. The 
event-driven system has an interface that even facilitates 
contacts with the external world, over the Internet if desirable. 
External data is used as triggers and as data for self-
programming. 
So far the instruction set of the virtual computer does not 
have the concept of a subroutine implemented. If added, most 
of the self-programming should be organized by means of 
subroutines. 
13.Compiler technology 
Students should have a couple of lectures on the basics in 
compiler technology. Some hours spent on trying to make a 
programming language for the virtual computer will also be 
worth the effort. The world does not need a new programming 
language on this basis, but later on students will benefit from 
insight in this subject. 
14.Generating input 
Reading additional statements from a file may not be too 
impressive in itself. However, this demonstration opens for 
the power of the host compiler’s operating system, the C++ 
programming language, and the C++ libraries.  
Any operating system command can be called directly; one 
may even start a compiler. The C++ call “system(..)” can send 
a freely selected text string to the operating system. The C++ 
keyword “new” will generate yet another instance of a class, 
handling data and structures that were not there before. 
Templates for C++ containers can maintain surveyable 
arrangements of class members. A method known as 
“Dynamic Class Loading” [8] can link executable code into a 
program that is running, without interruption. 
15.Ontologies, taxonomies and grammars 
“Ontology” is an old notion in philosophy, but it is 
apparently seen as a fresh approach in computing. An 
ontology is an account of existence and relations between that 
which exists. Accounts are limited to specific fields of 
interest. “Existence” covers anything from planets to 
philosophical ideas. Ontology is too broad a concept to carry 
far in practical matters. 
Ontology is supposed to lead to taxonomy. The 
classification arrangement used for animals in zoology is 
perhaps the most widely known form of taxonomy. Tigers, for 
instance, belong in a subgroup of feline animals. Taxonomies 
are in most cases hierarchical. 
Formal grammars can be made to match taxonomies. 
These grammars describe formal languages [9]. A statement 
in a language is a sequence of symbols. Compilers rely on 
these ideas. The sequences of symbols of interest in compiler 
technology are strings of ASCII text. 
A compiler can recognize a sequence as being syntactically 
correct. The process arriving at this conclusion keeps track of 
how the grammar was used to re-generate the sequence. The 
track record represents some kind of an understanding of what 
the sequence represents. This is the starting point for 
developing a useful action. 
“FORTRAN” is an acronym for “formula transformation”. 
The input to a FORTRAN compiler is a sequence of selected 
English words and simple algebra, recognizable as a formula. 
This is automatically transformed into an algorithm that can 
be executed by the computer. Ontology, taxonomy, and a 
grammar have been involved in the development of 
FORTRAN and any other compiler. 
Cyber-physical systems will benefit from implementations 
of compiler-like technology, preferably in interpreter variants.  
“Understanding” a formal language is significantly more 
advanced than the obvious and much used alternative, 
recognizing numbers and sets of numbers.  
The challenge is then to develop grammars for inherently 
one-dimensional languages that give useful descriptions of a 
world commonly thought off as three-dimensional. Compared 
to developing a programming language this is a broader and 
more diverse task. The designers of cyber-physical systems 
are here developing the strategies for self-programming 
systems.  
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A sketch of a high-end example, picture processing for 
drones, will indicate some of the difficulties. Pictures have 
lost one of their dimensions even before the processing starts. 
Small regions can nevertheless be recognized based on sets of 
characteristic. A formal, necessarily one-dimensional, 
language reflecting how such regions normally are connected 
and otherwise related may lead to some “understanding” of 
the scene in front of the camera. Navigation paths are then 
designed automatically on this basis. 
A natural next step will be to include geometric modelling 
in the concept. Geometric modelling is the foundation of 
computer aided design systems, computer aided 
manufacturing systems, computer aided engineering systems, 
and geographical information systems. Services from 
geometric modelling can be expected to make a significant 
impact in the field of cyber-physical systems, not least in 
autonomous moving systems. 
16.Comments on methodology and references 
Readers may miss a clear account of research 
methodology, quite simply because this text is not about an 
investigation.  The text gives an account of an idea on how to 
teach advanced theories and best practices in the lofty field 
commonly referred to as “artificial intelligence”. Readers will 
however find suggestions for a methodology for the teaching. 
Criticism for few and outdated literature references is 
expected. Accounts of ideas, as opposed to research work, do 
not necessarily need extensive reference lists. Ideas may well 
arise from a traditional and commonly known background.  
This text is built on a modern implementation of event-
driven systems, a paper on dynamic class loading from 2000, 
fundamental principles for computing well established and 
widely known already in the 1970s, and not much more. C++ 
may not fit inside the timeframe indicated, but it is strongly 
influenced by the somewhat older “Simula” programming 
language [10]. 
Any relevant library has significant quantities of newer 
literature on most themes touched upon in this text, but in 
accordance with the tradition, only literature actually used is 
listed here. 
17.Conclusions  
Computers generally have user-friendly software 
interfaces. Important principles in computing are then hidden 
by design. The result is as desired for industrial efficiency, but 
teaching computer science will benefit from something 
simpler and closer to the roots. 
This text suggests making a simple virtual computer for 
teaching and prototyping, targeting cyber-physical systems. 
The focus is on the principle of the stored program and 
attention is drawn to formal languages and compiler 
technology. The combination will serve autonomous systems 
well. 
The illustrations here are from an ongoing project 
implementing the virtual computer. The project is manned by 
a single student in mechanical engineering. The results show 
that with this approach themes from proper computer science 
are within reach for students in other disciplines as well[11]. 
Multidisciplinary engineers and scientists can probably 
contribute to extending the application areas and shorten the 
development time for high quality cyber-physical systems. 
The long term effect will be that such well-trained 
engineers can make partly self-programming software robots 
that to some extent automatically learn what to look for in 
large data collections. A transition to “automation of factory 
learning” is foreseeable. 
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